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"Evaluating Books: What Would Thomas Jefferson Think About This?" offers many insights. It

teaches principles of economics and government in bite-sized nuggets, and gives indicators for

spotting the philosophical slant of most writers and media commentators on the subjects of law,

history, economics and literature. For ages 12 through adult. Can be used for courses in

Economics, Business, Finance, Government and History.Table of Contents for Evaluating Books:
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"'Evaluating Books' will be an eye-opener for most homeschooling parents. Written in an

easy-to-follow format, parents will become much more aware of the slant of many texts and will be

able to teach their children to be even more discerning. Christian parents should be particularly

interested in Mr. Maybury's ideas as he strongly advocates return to laws of a higher power rather

than government laws. --Martha Robinson, Reviewer for HomeschoolChristian.com"'Evaluating

Books' will be an eye-opener for most homeschooling parents. Written in an easy-to-follow format,

parents will become much more aware of the slant of many texts and will be able to teach their

children to be even more discerning. Christian parents should be particularly interested in Mr.

Maybury's ideas as he strongly advocates return to laws of a higher power rather than government

laws. --Martha Robinson, Reviewer for HomeschoolChristian.com"'Evaluating Books: What Would

Thomas Jefferson Think About This?' is a perfect follow-up for 'Whatever happened to Penny

Candy?' and 'Whatever Happened to Justice?' More than a 'book guide,' it teaches basic principles

of economics and government in bite-size nuggets - with examples." --Cathy Duffy, Author Christian

Home Educators' Curriculum Manual"'Evaluating Books: What Would Thomas Jefferson Think

About This?' is a perfect follow-up for 'Whatever happened to Penny Candy?' and 'Whatever

Happened to Justice?' More than a 'book guide,' it teaches basic principles of economics and

government in bite-size nuggets - with examples." --Cathy Duffy, Author Christian Home Educators'

Curriculum Manual"'Evaluating Books' will be an eye-opener for most homeschooling parents.

Written in an easy-to-follow format, parents will become much more aware of the slant of many texts

and will be able to teach their children to be even more discerning. Christian parents should be

particularly interested in Mr. Maybury's ideas as he strongly advocates return to laws of a higher

power rather than government laws. --Martha Robinson, Reviewer for

HomeschoolChristian.com"'Evaluating Books: What Would Thomas Jefferson Think About This?' is

a perfect follow-up for 'Whatever happened to Penny Candy?' and 'Whatever Happened to Justice?'

More than a 'book guide,' it teaches basic principles of economics and government in bite-size

nuggets - with examples." --Cathy Duffy, Author Christian Home Educators' Curriculum

Manual"'Evaluating Books: What Would Thomas Jefferson Think About This?' is a perfect follow-up

for 'Whatever happened to Penny Candy?' and 'Whatever Happened to Justice?' More than a 'book

guide,' it teaches basic principles of economics and government in bite-size nuggets - with

examples." --Cathy Duffy, Author Christian Home Educators' Curriculum Manual"'Evaluating Books:



What Would Thomas Jefferson Think About This?' is a perfect follow-up for 'Whatever happened to

Penny Candy?' and 'Whatever Happened to Justice?' More than a 'book guide,' it teaches basic

principles of economics and government in bite-size nuggets - with examples." --Cathy Duffy,

Author Christian Home Educators' Curriculum Manual"'Evaluating Books' will be an eye-opener for

most homeschooling parents. Written in an easy-to-follow format, parents will become much more

aware of the slant of many texts and will be able to teach their children to be even more discerning.

Christian parents should be particularly interested in Mr. Maybury's ideas as he strongly advocates

return to laws of a higher power rather than government laws. --Martha Robinson, Reviewer for

HomeschoolChristian.com"'Evaluating Books: What Would Thomas Jefferson Think About This?' is

a perfect follow-up for 'Whatever happened to Penny Candy?' and 'Whatever Happened to Justice?'

More than a 'book guide,' it teaches basic principles of economics and government in bite-size

nuggets - with examples." --Cathy Duffy, Author Christian Home Educators' Curriculum Manual

Richard J. Maybury, also known as Uncle Eric, is a world renowned author, lecturer, and geopolitical

analyst. He consults with business firms in the U.S. and Europe. Maybury is the former Global

Affairs editor of "Moneyworld" and widely regarded as one of the finest free-market writers in

America. Mr. Maybury's articles have appeared in "The Wall Street Journal," "USA Today," and

other major publications. Richard J. Maybury has penned eleven books in the Uncle Eric series. His

books have been endorsed by top business leaders including former U.S. Treasury Secretary

William Simon, and he has been interviewed on more than 250 radio and TV shows across

America. He is truly a teacher for all ages.

I have continued to read Mr. Maybury's books and the first five have filled me with knowledge and

wonder at how uninformed I have been in the past about simple and basic issues that touch,

influence and determine the coarse of a persons life each and evey day.I have learned a great deal

from his obvious intellectual prowess and his all encompassing views on many subjects and how

they mesh together to form, affect and manipulate this world we live in.One gets a sense of awe at

how little they can trust those in power but how immensly important is it is that those without it stick

together and ensure we be ever vigilante in our observations of elected officials. Those people we

used to call public servants but who hav become nothing but self-indulgent life lont politicians. In

other words they have become exactly what our Constitution and Bill of Rights were designed to

prevent.In this book, "What Would Thomas Jefferson Think About This?" I have found yet another

source of knowledge that I must thank Uncle Eric for. Yet after reading the great book "John



Adams." I do not find that I have the awe and inspiration that allows me to make Jefferson my

number one hero. Yes, he is a great man and I believe he was one of the greatest founders,

however I find that I still place him behind George Washington and Adams on that account.It is my

philosophy just like it was Reverend Johathan Mayhew's and John Adam's that "The people, are

required to obey their government's law only when it is in agreement with Higher Law. And if the

government violates that charge, it is our duty, and we are bound the fight it with every resourse at

our disposal."In a related topic Mayhew was a true Reverend, and it is unfortunate that the term has

been turned into such a basphemous title today for those who use and claim the name are anything

but Reverend.In any case this 6th book in Mr. Maybury's series is yet another collectors item and

gives the reader a sound foundation by which to judge the literature they choose to obsorb and

contemplate in creating their own ideological awareness and positions of items of critical importance

to our country and our people.
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philosophy just like it was Reverend Johathan Mayhew's and John Adam's that "The people, are

required to obey their government's law only when it is in agreement with Higher Law. And if the

government violates that charge, it is our duty, and we are bound the fight it with every resourse at

our disposal."In a related topic Mayhew was a true Reverend, and it is unfortunate that the term has

been turned into such a basphemous title today for those who use and claim the name are anything

but Reverend.In any case this 6th book in Mr. Maybury's series is yet another collectors item and



gives the reader a sound foundation by which to judge the literature they choose to absorb and

contemplate in creating their own ideological awareness and positions of items of critical importance

to our country and our people.

Excellent

I originally skipped buying this book when I purchased most of the Uncle Eric series, but I think it is

one of the best. Maybury makes economics and economic history very understandable with his

unique, non-statist view of the world.
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